
!
Since you are investing in a  highly qualified meeting expert, consider making your budget work harder by 
utilizing him in multiple roles at the same event.  Here are several — but not all — of the deep-dive options 
that many of his clients regularly book as part of an inclusive package. 

Rate on a scale of 1 through 5 your interest level of each offering.

Interest Topic/Service Details

Keynote Brad’s Most Requested Program.  High Energy, High Impact, Leave-’em-
wanting more.  Up to 90 min.

Team Building 
Operation Hot 
Air

Hands-on Experiential Learning.   Your team will grow closer, experience 
happiness, and learn hot to take it with them.

Networking 
Caffeinated 
Networking 
On Steroids

Insure that your people network effectively & comfortably…by teaching them 
how.  Brad Style!  Interactive networking lessons — Which which they will 
practice and implement immediately. 

Extended 
Keynote 

If you’re looking to go beyond the inspiration and fun of the keynote, this 
longer session adds hands-on, interactive learning.  Detailed & specific like 
a seminar, but hyper-charged fun like the keynote.

Executive 
Confetti Launch 

Reward, honor & celebrate top leaders will finish the event with confetti 
cannons.  (No limit to the number of participants: 2 to 2,000)  Details

Custom Video Brad will feature your facility, your product/services in a customized video.  
A quirky, funny way to deepen the learning. 
     Oh yeah….it’s funny.

Flash Mob Your ENTIRE audience will be in on the surprise as you “punk” a select 
group of leaders or team members.  Watch them get their phones out of their 
pockets!  This IS the “Facebook Moment” of your entire meeting. Details

Follow Up 
(Videos and/or 
Webinar)

Keynote & workshop sessions ignite the flame; it’s the follow-up work that 
kindles strong ideas into a full-blown fire. Adding a follow-up webinar that 
reinforces major points or monthly videos that update attendees on the latest 
on happiness-at-work your investment working for you long after the stage 
lights have dimmed. 

Master of 
Ceremonies

After he kicks off the meeting, Brad’ll keep it fast paced, and successful.  Set 
your high-content speakers up for success by having Brad kick start the 
audience every break.   

Rate your interest on a scale of 1-5. Please complete this form, scan, and email it back to 
Eric@BradMontgomery.com so we can prepare a customized proposal.

Menu Of Services

http://www.bradmontgomery.com/executive-confetti-send-off
http://www.bradmontgomery.com/hire-flash-mob

